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As a resident of my Bringelly residence of 10 years I wish to express my dissatisfaction with the currently exhibited WSAP Precinct
Plans due to the EXCESSIVE amount of environmental/recreational land that was taken on the back of SCP. Why was the medium
and low flood lands not considered in the development of this vision as we all know that with mitigation we were able to build on
that portion before the new zoning.
Why is the mixed use only portions of our land and why isn't the buildings taken up to the high 1in100 flood lands. This is very
confusing to me and i still don't understand the reasoning.
To achieve its “vision” why has the Department of Planning & Planning Partnership not put safety at the forefront of designing an
Aerotropolis surrounding a 24hr Airport. The issue of creating vast green tracts of largely unkept green corridors and increasing
wetlands has put safety at risk by increasing environments for the existing abundance of bird life and wildlife to remain in the area
to breed and does nothing to detract more bird life & wildlife to the area from surrounding areas like the Blue Mountains & Western
Sydney Parklands. Why are these concerns not been considered? How is this fair or even responsible planning?
I hope to see the new plans totally different and people's land given back so they are not landlocked or prisoners on their
properties...
Paula.
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